Introduction
Internet flash crowds (a.k.a. hot spots) are a phenomenon that result from a sudden, unpredicted increase in an on-line object's popularity. Currently, there is no efficient means within the Internet to scalably deliver web objects under hot spot conditions to all clients that desire the object.
Proposed Solution
We present a system that forms a peer-to-peer (P2P) overlay network that allows clients that have received copies of the popular content to forward the content to those clients that desire but have not yet received it. We work on top of overlay topologies generated essentially at random to scalably, reliably deliver content whose popularity exceeds the capabilities of standard delivery techniques. We call this system PROOFS: P2P Randomized Overlays to Obviate Flash-crowd Symptoms.
Application of PROOFS in a network
Design Description PROOFS consists of two protocols. The first forms and maintains a network overlay that connects the clients that participate in the P2P protocol. The overlay construction is an ongoing, randomized process in which nodes continually exchange neighbors with one another at a slow rate. The second protocol performs a series of randomized, scoped searches for objects atop the overlay formed by the first protocol. Objects are located by randomly visiting sets of neighbors until a node is reached that contains the object.
Advantages over DHT-based approaches (e.g., CAN,Chord,Pastry,Tapestry)
• Clients are not required to cache any objects or pointers to objects other than that which the client has explicitly expressed interest in receiving.
• PROOFS handles dynamic changes in overlay membership (i.e., participants joining and leaving) without any additional mechanism or modification to its fundamental design.
• PROOFS is naturally robust even when there exist a substantial number of clients who "take advantage" of the system by using it to obtain popular objects, but who do not fully participate in assisting other clients by either refusing to forward content or even secretly dropping all queries it receives.
• The system is amenable to the formation of complex queries that contain keywords or temporal restrictions (e.g., an object generated within the last 5 minutes).
Analytical Results
Through analytical modeling and simulation, we show that the likelihood that the constructed overlay separates a client from reaching a large fraction of other clients is extremely rare, even in the presence of clients dynamically joining and leaving the overlay. Through simulation, we show that traffic levels, latency, and connectivity grow in a tolerable manner as a function of the fraction of overlay nodes cease to perform query and object forwarding (i.e., noncooperative nodes). 
Experimental Results
We evaluate a prototype implementation on a testbed comprised of end-systems scattered around the world. Although small in scale compared to how we hope the system will eventually be used, the testbed demonstrates that latencies and traffic utilizations by the system are low enough to make the approach feasible in today's networks. 
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